
 

 
AELP Guidance for Providers 

 
Apprenticeship Off-the-Job Training – The NewCo Approach 

NewCo is a fictitious training provider 
 
Document Background 
This document has been produced by AELP as a guide to help providers and employers 
understand and work to the current ESFA funding rules on planning and delivering a 
minimum of 20% off-the-job training (OTJT).  Both the ESFA and DfE have seen this 
guidance and provided feedback during its development.   
 
Policy Background 
Apprenticeship programmes have changed substantially over a long period of time and 
successive governments have regulated the structure of programmes. However, a 
common feature of the programmes has been the combination of on-the-job and off-the-
job training.  It is accepted by all the stakeholders in the sector that the most effective 
programmes are those that combine training whilst doing the job as well as time taken 
to learn new ways of working and new skills.  NewCo, a fictitious provider, support this 
principle and we have developed programmes which combine these two elements 
effectively.  We value the time spent on off-the-job training which can be in classrooms 
or at the workplace.   
 
Current Position 
From May 2017 the Government, through its funding agency the Education and Skills 
Funding Agency (ESFA), has introduced new rules to manage the delivery of off-the-job 
training.  There have always been rules about delivering off-the-job training but these 
were generally managed through the delivery of the qualifications and were monitored 
by awarding organisations.  The new rules are more specific in the need to deliver and 
monitor the off-the-job training which has to be a minimum of 20% of an apprentice’s 
employed time whilst on the programme. 
 
Definitions 
Off-the-job training is defined as “training received by the apprentice, during the 
apprentice’s normal working hours, for the purpose of achieving their apprenticeship. It 
is not training delivered for the sole purpose of enabling the apprentice to perform the 
work for which they have been employed.  [It must be...] directly relevant to the 
apprenticeship framework or standard, teaching new knowledge, skills and behaviours 
required to reach competence in the particular occupation.  (ESFA 2017/18 
Apprenticeship Funding Rules) 
 
What can be included in OTJT? 
The funding rules specify what can be included in OTJT: 
 

• “The teaching of theory (for example, lectures, role playing, simulation exercises, 
online learning, manufacturer training). 



 

• “Practical training; shadowing; mentoring; industry visits and attendance at 
competitions. 

• Learning support and time spent writing assessments/assignments.”  
 
The key phrase that differentiates the OTJT is that it must be time that is not spent as 
part of their normal working duties.  By this the ESFA mean the “productive job.”  
 
When someone is in a new job or in a job where there is significant training required to 
be fully productive then even doing ‘normal’ tasks to get up to speed can feel like 
“training”.  Where this training also teaches the knowledge, skills and/or behaviours 
required by the apprenticeship it can be included as off-the-job training.  However, 
training that is only required for the job and not relevant to the apprenticeship cannot be 
included. 
 
NewCo have been working with apprentices for a number of years where the 
performance of working tasks are very much part of the training package. Activities such 
as these would be recorded as part of the apprentice’s record.  NewCo will monitor the 
progress of the apprentices as a matter of course through an electronic portfolio system. 
 

The funding rules do state that OTJT does not include: 

• “Training to acquire skills, knowledge and behaviours that are not required in the 
standard or framework 

• “Progress reviews or on-programme assessment required for an apprenticeship 
framework or standard 

• “Training which takes place outside the apprentice’s paid hours” 
 
The expectation is that off-the-job training is specifically to support the development of 
new behaviours and also skills and knowledge linked to the actual vocational 
occupation. As previously stated training that is not required for the achievement of the 
apprenticeship is not to be counted. This includes training for the job in excess of that 
needed to achieve the apprenticeship.  Progress reviews are not included as they are a 
review of progress to date, they are not new learning. 
 
The 20% calculation and English and maths 
The legal definition of off-the-job training, as shown previously, is all encompassing and 
includes all training required for the apprenticeship and there is no specified amount.  
However, for an apprenticeship to attract government funding, either via the employer’s 
apprenticeship service account or via government-employer co-investment then there 
are two additional funding rules that must be followed.   
 
First, a rule that a minimum percentage of 20% off-the-job training needs to be 
delivered:   
 

• The rules state that “at least 20% of the apprentice’s paid hours, over the planned 
duration of the apprenticeship, must be spent on off-the-job training.”   

 



 

• This is defined as at least 20% of the contracted paid hours.  If the working hours 
are uneven then it would be 20% of the estimated total working hours across the 
programme.  The hours spent off-the-job training do not have to be evenly spread on 
a weekly or even a monthly basis.  Many programmes will have more OTJT at the 
start of the programme or when apprentices are preparing for their end-point 
assessment which is why the 20% is measured across the whole programme. 

 

• The measurement of the 20% may therefore only be completed at the end of the 
programme although clearly employers and providers will need to monitor the OTJT 
delivered on an ongoing basis. The OTJT can be delivered flexibly and include a 
wide range of activities – an example of different approaches to delivering OTJT can 
be seen here in the 2017 DfE guidance document: Apprenticeship off-the-job 
training - Policy background and examples June 2017. 

 
Second, a rule that English and maths (up to and including Level 2) must be additional 
to the minimum 20% calculation.   
 

• Funding for English and maths (up to Level 2) is provided, directly to providers, in 
addition to the core funding available for the vocational training. The key principle 
here is that apprentices who require English and maths are not disadvantaged in the 
volume of off-the-job training being received when compared to those apprentices 
not requiring English and maths to complete their apprenticeship.   

 

• Where relevant NewCo contextualizes the delivery of English and maths within the 
vocational delivery to help the apprentices test their occupational understanding and 
put their newly developed skills and knowledge into practice.  This would be valid to 
include in the 20% OTJT providing the assessor and trainer records the training 
correctly and the tasks are directly related to the occupational component of the 
apprenticeship standard.  The amount of occupational knowledge (upskilling) must 
not be affected by the individuals need for English and maths. They must not be 
disadvantaged against their counterparts that do not require this additional support. 

 
Calculating the OTJT – what the ESFA Funding Rules say: 

• “By paid hours we mean the apprentice’s contracted hours (e.g. 30 hours per 
week x 52 weeks x 0.2 = 312 hours off-the-job training per year).” 
 

• NewCo follows this approach when calculating and planning for OTJT at an 
individual apprentice level as individual apprentices have different contract hours 
of employment. Where an apprentice is unable to attend a planned session of 
OTJT they agree with their employer to catch up on the missed content of the 
programme. This must be within their working hours.  

 
Induction 
Although the ESFA apprenticeship funding rules state that induction cannot be funded, 
this rule applies to the induction to the training provider, not the employer. The Policy 
Background document on OTJT states that OTJT within an induction can be included 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/621565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/621565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf


 

provided that there is an ‘educational element’ within the induction which supports the 
skills, knowledge and behaviours of the standards.  At NewCo we intend to make the 
inductions a challenging activity that sets out how the induction supports the apprentice 
and sets out the clear journey towards the achievement of the programme.  Where 
appropriate the work based induction elements will be split out from the induction to the 
apprenticeship programme. For induction to be included it needs to be when the 
apprentice is “on-programme”. If the induction is prior to the apprenticeship starting, 
then this would not count as off-the-job training, but any relevant training undertaken 
could count towards being recognised as prior learning. 
 
Working hours 
Training and support outside of the apprentices’ contracted working hours can be 
included in the programme but this would not count towards their 20%.  Although time 
spent on the programme outside of working hours is very valid and in some instances 
supported and encouraged by the employer, the out of work hours must not be a 
requirement to complete the apprenticeship. Apprenticeships must be able to be 
completed within paid hours and any out of hours work is optional. 
 
The DfE Policy Background document which clarifies the funding rules says that where 
off-the-job training “by exception” takes place outside contracted hours then the 
employer must recognize this issue and support the apprentice through “time off in lieu 
or other arrangements.” 
 

Monitoring and evidencing the OTJT 
The provider should record the evidence that the apprentice has spent at least 20 per 
cent of their time on OTJT. The evidence pack must, among other things listed in the 
funding rules, contain: 
 

• “Evidence to support the funding claimed and must be available to us if we need 
it. This must include details of how the 20% ‘off-the-job’ training, excluding 
English and maths, will be quantified and delivered. By details the ESFA mean a 
plan of delivery and evidence of delivery taking place against that plan” 
 

• “Details of employment including: the name of the employer and the agreed 
contracted hours of employment, including paid training and 20 per cent ‘off-the-
job’ time, the total planned length of the apprenticeship.” 

 
These rules do not require a detailed breakdown of exactly which hours are included in 
the 20% nor do they need to record what the time was spent on. However, there is a 
need to set out at the start of the programme the plan as to how the 20% will be 
covered and the types of activity that the apprentice will be involved in and the role that 
the employer and provider will take. The DfE guidance does state that the preference is 
for the evidence to be “naturally occurring” and not evidence just to justify the 20% off-
the-job training. 
 



 

NewCo will set out a very clear Individual Learning Plan (Commitment Statement) for 
every apprentice which gives the overview of how the 20% of OTJT will be covered 
tailored to the individual following their initial assessment.  This ILP will include full input 
from the employer including those in house activities that support the programme.  The 
apprentice, employer and NewCo all sign this initial plan and commit to its delivery 
across the length of the programme. NewCo record all the learning activity in the 
portfolio that the provider, apprentice and employer have access to. This creates a 
learning record of the whole programme including OTJT. The Learner Journey is 
monitored on a monthly/quarterly basis by NewCo and we will discuss any issues 
around the 20% with the employer. 
 

During the programme the delivered off the job should be monitored and planned 
delivery adjusted where necessary. Towards the end of the programme NewCo would 
confirm to the apprentice/employer that the 20% OTJT requirement has been met and 
recommend any actions if there were any issues around recording of the OTJT. 
  
As part of best practice NewCo includes all aspects of the programme within the 
commitment statement as they like to have everything documented and clear with each 
employer they work with. However, it’s clear from their commitment statement that not 
everything contained within is relevant and is part of the 20% OTJT, for example 
arrangements for maths and English and anything above and beyond the programme 
requirements.  The table below sets out the type of activities that we will build into the 
ILP. These individual plans can be very flexible and adapted to the needs of the 
apprentice, the job and the employer.    The table below shows just one example of a 
planned programme of hours.  These plans may also vary across the programme i.e. 
higher at the start or at the end. 
 

Activity  Example 1  
Hours 

Example hours / comments 

Lectures    7  One workshop per month 

Role playing   2  30 mins per week 

Simulation exercises   2  30 mins per week 

Online learning   2  30 mins per week  
 Hours spent completing online 
learning at weekend & outside of the  
learner’s paid working hours does not  
count 

Shadowing   2  30 mins per week 

Mentoring   2  30 mins per week 

Industry visits / Conferences   2  30 mins per week 

Writing assessments /assignments   4  1 hour per week 

Practical training / Training in the 
workplace directly relevant to the 
standard (E.g.: IT training, soft 
skills) 

  2  30 mins per week 

Preparing for professional 
discussion 

  2  30 mins per week 

Total hours    29   



 

  
These activities can vary between apprentices dependent on needs and monitoring can 
be done in a number of different ways as identified above. 
 
Ofsted’s approach to OTJT 
This document relates primarily to DfE policy and the associated Funding and 
Performance Management rules developed by the ESFA and includes a focus on 
compliance and audit.  
 
Ofsted, the custodians of passing independent judgements on the quality of 
apprenticeship provision have been very clear on a number of occasions that they are 
“inspectors and not auditors” when it comes to OTJT. Ofsted expect apprentices to be 
developing new skills and making timely progress towards completing their training. 
Where apprentices are not achieving these aspects then Ofsted will explore why this is 
and as a result they are likely at times to undertake more detailed reviews of how OTJT 
is planned, delivered and monitored.  
 
Summary 
NewCo fully supports the drive to ensure that all apprentices should have the 
opportunity to learn new skills for a substantial period of their programme.  This can be 
achieved without major disruption and ensures the apprentice can competently do their 
job and make a major contribution as part of their employment.  Employers working 
closely with NewCo can ensure that they maximize the opportunity for apprentices to 
learn as well as ensuring the apprentices can maximise their contribution as an 
employee. 
 
NewCo will follow this key process to ensure that the 20% OTJT rule is met but that the 
needs of the apprentice and the employer drive the delivery model and monitoring. 
 
  



 

Provider Case Study– Kaplan Financial Limited 
Over the last 12 months at Kaplan we have worked with dozens of clients across a wide 
range of sectors – banking, retail, insurance and professional services. Without 
exception, when discussing Apprenticeships, one issue has been a major concern – 
“what do we do about the 20%?” and in many cases putting managers off 
Apprenticeship training. 
 
What was most striking is that these are companies that invest significantly in training 
and development with comprehensive talent programmes yet are still worried about how 
they will meet this requirement. It made us think if these firms will struggle what hope is 
there for anybody else? 
 
Believing this can’t be as onerous as it first appears, at Kaplan our client solutions team 
has unpicked the guidance to try to demystify this requirement for the employers we 
work with.  
 
Here we share some of our top tips for making the 20% work for you: 

• ‘Off-the-Job’ or ‘On-the-Job’ – It could be argued that the term ‘off the job’ is a 
little unhelpful as it suggests apprentices physically need to be away from their 
work premises for it to apply. This is not true and training can absolutely happen 
in the workplace. To count it just needs to be case that apprentices are not 
undertaking normal day-to-day duties and that their time is being spent in some 
form of training or development relevant to the Apprenticeship standard they are 
completing. 
 

• 20% - doesn’t mean one day per week - Again many employers assume that 
20% means one day per week needs to be spent training. However as long as in 
its entirety 20% of the programme has been spent in training and development 
then you can plan the training to take place whenever and wherever you want.  
 

• Make inductions count – The rules don’t allow for inductions to be included IF 
they just involve showing somebody where the kitchen is or meeting the team. To 
count they should happen once the individual is enrolled as an apprentice and 
the training provider is engaged. If your induction includes actual training and 
skills development that link to either the skills, knowledge or behaviours in the 
specific standard then this can, absolutely, be included. We know many 
employers have very comprehensive inductions into new roles, sometimes 
including up to 2 weeks of technical training. We would recommend working with 
your providers on the start date of your Apprenticeships to ensure this training 
can be taken into account. 
 

• Embrace flexibility of delivery methods – It is the case that the 20% has to be 
achieved in work time so if you only allow your students to study in the evening 
and weekend and don’t give any time off in lieu, then this won’t count. However, 
if adopting a day release model doesn’t work for your business, you can still 



 

make the most of the flexibility a provider like Kaplan can offer in terms of 
delivery. So for instance you can still use courses in anti-social hours but plan 
time off in lieu to fit around work requirements. Or you could look into the new on-
demand learning packages which allow students to study wherever, whenever, 
so they can choose less busy times at work to concentrate on their learning. 
Where online resources are used, it would be expected that the programme 
included face-to-face tutor support rather than pure machine-led learning. 
 

• Consider when your learners are ‘in training’ – As part of your learner’s 
programme, will they be taught new skills and knowledge whilst technically ‘on 
the job’? This is the area we get the most push-back from, possibly as it feels 
harder to quantify, but it is well worth spending the time considering this fact, not 
least because the guidance clearly states this is okay as follows:  

“Lisa is an engineering apprentice. She has weekly training with 
interactive feedback while she learns to use a core piece of equipment. 
Learning how to use this equipment forms part of the knowledge, skills 
and behaviours she needs to achieve the apprenticeship. This activity 
would count as off-the-job training.” 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/62
1565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf 

 
Applying this to many employers looking to develop their staff there are likely to be 
many situations where a large proportion of time is spent developing new skills and 
developing new areas of knowledge. As per above, this can be counted so should be 
included in your 20%. 
 
Finally, we are asked very frequently how this will be monitored and evidenced. The 
guidance here is very flexible and encourages employers and providers to work 
together to use ‘naturally occurring evidence’. It is a requirement that to enroll onto an 
Apprenticeship programme, providers have worked with you as the employer to 
understand how the 20% will be made up. At Kaplan we will put together a plan, similar 
to the below that will be bespoke to each employer. 
 
At regular check-in points, our Talent Coaches will then review with your learners what 
training they have received over the last quarter to make sure that what was agreed at 
the start of the programme is being adhered to. Our Talent Coaches will log this on our 
Learning Management System. Whilst it is good practice for apprentices to keep a note 
of when they have received/attended training courses, we are not asking our learners to 
log hours. 
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